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IN THIS SEMINAR...
KEY LEARNING OUTCOME: IMPROVING 
YOUR USE OF EVIDENCE IN ACADEMIC 
WRITING AND THE CONSISTENCY AND 
ACCURACY OF YOUR REFERENCES

• group reflections on the home exercise & feedback on 
examples from you

• theory: types of evidence in academic writing, common 
mistakes in evidence & referencing, evidence & referencing 
checklist and top tips for referencing

• Live marking
⚬ MA dissertation -focus on use of evidence and 

referencing

• Questions and discussion



Home exercise - evidence and referencing

Let's share some general comments about the exercise, before 
looking at examples from you...

• What counts as 'evidence' in academic writing?
• What are the main types of evidence you use in your essays 

and dissertations?
• How do you manage your references?
• What are the challenges you encounter when using 

evidence and references?



Your examples (1)



Your examples (2)



Where does evidence & referencing fit in the marking criteria?

Source: UCL Masters' subject specific marking 
criteria



,

ACADEMIC TEXTS ORIGINAL RESEARCH
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GREY LITERATURE

Main types of evidence in academic writing

• Most references in 
dissertations tend to be 
academic texts.
• These are the books, book 

chapters and articles you 
read.
• Even if something is 

published, try to be critical 
and assess the quality of 
the book or journal from 
which you'll be referencing.

• Grey literature can be helpful for 
some topics, especially those on 
which little has been written to 
date.
• This includes research which has 

been published in non-commercial 
form or unpublished research.
• Examples: government reports and 

policy papers, working papers, 
white papers and evaluations. 

Can you think of other examples of either primary or secondary sources?

• Most dissertations include an 
element of original research.
• Examples include interview 

quotations used in text, statistical 
evidence & many others.
• If you conduct research, think 

carefully about the methodology 
and methods you'll choose and 
what type of data would be 
collected and how to best employ 
it in the text to nuance and 
demonstrate your arguments.



Common mistakes in the use of ...

OVER-RELIANCE ON 
QUOTES
Evidence use goes further than quotes or describing the
sources you use. Quotes are needed in some cases, such as
when using a specific definition (and explaining why you
chose it). Question any paragraphs that are built on a
sequence of short quotes or summary of papers.

OUTDATED RESEARCH
For most dissertation topics, it is key that you show your
understanding of the current debates in the relevant literature.
There will always be some older sources that can be helpful for
your research - particularly on the theoretical side. To
demonstrate your dissertation contributes to a literature gap,
knowing where the literature is at currently is crucial.

INCOMPLETE REFERENCES
Incomplete references are a sign of patchy note 
taking or insufficient time for proofreading. Good 
essay planning and setting time for checking your 
work before submitting would solve this common 
problem.

INCONSISTENT REFERENCES
Make sure you include page numbers when you use

direct quotes. Use your chosen referencing style

consistently. Check that the years referenced in the

text match the years in the references list and that

author names are spelled correctly.
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evidence referencing



USE OF EVIDENCE & REFERENCES 
CHECKLIST FOR DISSERTATIONS
Practise critical thinking on your own work!

• Is all evidence I use relevant 
to my arguments?
• Am I using my own words 

where I can?
• Is my writing descriptive, 

when it can be more 
critical?
• Do I use a good amount of 

evidence in each section of 
my writing?

SUPPORTING 
EVIDENCE

• Does my dissertation have a table 
of contents?
• Is the table of contents easy to 

follow and show the overall 
structure of the dissertation?
• Did I double-check the page 

numbers match before submitting?
• If you used footnotes, are those 

numbered and formatted 
appropriately in the text?

TABLE OF CONTENTS & 
(SUB-)SECTION NUMBERS

• Have I labelled all my figures 
correctly?
• Did I include a list of figures 

below my table of contents?
• Are any figures interfering 

with the text? Can I 
reformat the document, so it 
is easier to follow?
• Are my in-text references to 

my figures correct?

FIGURES & 
ILLUSTRATIONS • Are all my references 

included in my bibliography 
or reference list?
• Is my list in the correct 

alphabetical order?
• Is the list formatted 

correctly?
• Is there anything missing 

from the references?

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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8 top tips for referencing

• Always check the required reference style for your specific assignment, department 
and university. Double-check with your course tutor if unsure.
• Use the referencing style consistently - don't mix and match.
• Keep good notes, always including page numbers for specific quotes and the full 

bibliographic reference of the source for each reading you do.
• Use direct quotes with moderation.
• Use a reference manager if you don't already. This will save a lot of time, especially 

for dissertations.
• If you use non-standard sources and you are not sure about how to reference them, 

don't guess - check using your style guide.
• Check that each in-text reference has a corresponding record in your references 

list or bibliography.
• Set aside sufficient time to reference accurately and consistently. 



• MA dissertation, SOAS, London
• Title: "How does heteronormativity negatively affect queer women 

in different spheres of life in contemporary Japan?: Analysed
through queer female voices in Japan"

LIVE ESSAY MARKING - HOW 
MARKERS ASSESS YOUR 

EVIDENCE & REFERENCING
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QUESTIONS & 
DISCUSSION



Next week
Seminar 7: Developing your academic writing style 

(with Alexandra)

An exercise on academic writing style will be sent via email and discussed in the seminar.
Home exercises will be emailed to you every Monday morning - make sure to check your inbox before the 

Thursday class.


